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The proportion of the elderly population continues to grow. According to UN report, in 2013 there were at least 
841 million persons aged 60 years or over in the world, 11.7% of the total population. This number is projected 
to grow to more than 21.1% by 2050. To avoid costs for elder care to grow exponentially, the government, 
community, and researchers should increase and unify their efforts in keeping the older adults healthy and active. 
Among older adults, a common problem is the decrease of mobility, the ability for independent locomotion. 
In Japan, from 2000 to 2012, the number of older adults requiring support increased dramatically for about five 
times while the number of older adults requiring care also increased by two times. Decreased mobility and 
cognitive ability are two main factors responsible for being requiring support and care. According to the survey 
conducted by the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, the degenerated mobility and cognitive ability 
are the reasons for 41.3% of requiring support and 41.2% of requiring care. Furthermore, recent studies show 
that about 47 million older adults are candidates for requiring support or care due to their decreasing mobility, 
and about 4 million older adults are candidates because of their cognitive problem. 
To keep the older adults in Japan physically and mentally healthy, and to prevent them from being requiring 
for support or care, Japanese government started the secondary prevention program, technically and financially 
supporting physical and cognitive training for the candidates of requiring support or care. If diagnosed as 
subjects to the secondary prevention program, older adults will first accept an assessment (pre-assessment) to 
check their mobility or cognitive status before the training. After the training, the older adults will accept the 
same assessment (post assessment) to evaluate the improvement. The current assessment is conducted separately 
on mobility and cognitive ability. However, studies have shown that both abilities are interactive and intertwined. 
It is important to bring the cognitive-mobility interaction into assessment because the impaired mobility when 
simultaneously conducting cognitive tasks is a major reason for falling. 
To evaluate the interaction of mobility and cognitive ability, researchers adopt the dual-task or multi-task test 
in which the subjects are required to perform secondary cognitive task during mobility tests. However, the 
limitation of these researches is that the assessment is achieved either with only total time which cannot provide 
a deep insight into the problem, or with an expensive laboratorial setup which is not practically available to the 
assessment for the large population of older adults. The solution to this problem is to achieve the assessment 
with a measurement tool which is inexpensive, easy-to-setup, but capable of providing abundant and detailed 
information, such as the inertial measurement unit (IMU). In the related studies, IMU has been used for the 
assessment of single-task mobility tests, but not yet on the assessment of dual-task or multi-task integrated 
cognitive-mobility tests. 
In this thesis, an IMU-based assessment for dual-task and multi-task tests is presented. The goal of this work 
is to provide a deeper insight on the interaction of mobility and cognitive ability in an ecological setting. To 
solve the problems, more specifically, the proposed system focuses on automatic motion features extraction from 
IMUs. The advantage of the proposed solution is that, due to the low cost and easy setup of the sensors, it allows 
the detailed assessment on mobility and cognitive interaction practically available to the large population of 
older adults. Moreover, this system can also be used in several different applications, in the fields of Healthcare  
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and Rehabilitation. 
The aims of this work are achieved by: 
1) the inclusion of single-, dual- and multi-task in the motion tests, for a better estimation of mobility 
during various situations, in analogy to usual daily life activities; 
2) the development of a set of algorithms to extract motion features for a battery of standard mobility tests; 
3) the validation on the effect of cognitive load, imposed by dual-task and multi-task motion, on the 
mobility tests with data collected from 100 healthy Japanese older adults. 
Finally, this research also demonstrates a general approach to convert the detailed motion analysis done 
normally with expensive laboratorial setting to the practical use in a large population. The system is 
reconfigurable and can be further expanded to include different types of motion tests; or adapted to other 
scenarios, for example to evaluate the result of intervention (i.e. physical and/or cognitive training, 
pharmacological effects).  
This thesis consists of 8 chapters in which I present the research background, the test bench and sensor 
system used in this research, the automatic feature extraction algorithms, the validation of effect of cognitive 
load on mobility tests, a medical application on evaluating training effectiveness, and a discussion on limits and 
possible extensions of this work. The thesis is laid out as follows: 
• Chapter 1 introduces the research background. More specifically, it presents the urgent need on preventing 
older adults from being requiring for support or care, the problem and possible solutions to the current 
prevention system, and the limitations of these solutions. Moreover, it contains the objective of this research 
and the comparison with other related researches in this field. 
• Chapter 2 introduces the selection of test battery for mobility measurement and experimental participants. In 
particular, it describes the procedure and purpose of each motion test inside the selected test battery, and it 
explains the protocol and role of the cognitive and motor subtasks which are simultaneously conducted with 
the main motion test as dual- and multi-task. Furthermore, it introduces the inertial sensor system, Waseda 
Bioinstrumentation 4R (WB-4R). It explains in detail an original anatomical calibration algorithm and its 
validation, to improve the measurement robustness against error introduced by sensor placement.  
• Chapter 3 presents the feature extraction from 7m walking test. It describes the segmentation algorithm to 
trim the data outside the test period, and it explains the feature extraction algorithm to obtain temporal gait 
parameters from IMU data. The validation on sensitivity and accuracy is described under single-, dual-, and 
multi-task walking scenarios via comparison with manual segmentation from experiment video.  
• Chapter 4 presents the feature extraction from Timed Up and Go (TUG) test. It describes the segmentation 
algorithm to trim the data outside the test period and the algorithm to separate the different phases in TUG 
test; and presents the validation on the phase duration via manual segmentation. 
• Chapter 5 presents the feature extraction from Four Square Step Test (FSST), a challenging test for older 
adults. It explains the algorithm to detect the step sequence and step direction from the IMU sensors placed 
on both feet. It presents the algorithm validation under single-, dual-, and multi-task scenarios. A manual 
validation from experiment video is conducted and an automatic validation method is developed. 
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• Chapter 6 presents the validation on the effect of cognitive load, imposed by dual-task and multi-task, on 
the mobility tests. It compares the features extracted from different mobility tests across single-task, 
dual-task and multi-task scenarios. The change due to cognitive load is examined and discussed. 
• Chapter 7 presents a medical application of the proposed system: evaluation on the effectiveness of training. 
Three different types of training (cognitive only, physical only, and cognitive-physical dual task training) 
are described. Their effectiveness is analyzed by comparing the assessment results, before and after the 
training, from the proposed system. 
• Finally, Chapter 8 discusses the quantitative and qualitative results of this work and presents future works, 
proposed as a perspective to pursue this research. In particular, a further improvement on the robustness of 
algorithms could make the proposed system applicable not only to the prevention but also to the treatment 
of mobility or cognitive problems, where subjects have much more abnormal movement pattern. Besides, a 
longitudinal follow up study with the proposed system could examine if it helps on the prediction of 
candidates for requiring support or care, therefore training can be more efficiently delivered to those who 
need. 
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